
 

 

 

We consider the setting of a non-interactive multiparty computation. The objective is to allow an 

evaluator P0 to evaluate a joint function f on the private binary inputs, b1,… , bn of parties P1, … , Pn. 

Each party is allowed to send a single message to the evaluator. A simpler model is that of PSM. It has 

the same communication model as that of NIMPC, but is under the assumption that there is no 

collusion between the parties and the evaluator. Here, the parties are allowed to collude with the 

evaluator. This is an interesting model to study because despite its simplistic structure it can emulate 

functions such as voting and auctions. 

 

When parties are allowed to collude with the evaluator, the evaluator can compute the function on 

different adversarial inputs while fixing the inputs of the honest parties. This allows the evaluator to 

obtain multiple evaluations of the function; the evaluator can learn the residual function. A residual 

function of f, with respect to a set T of colluding parties, is all the values f(y1,… ,yn) where yi = bi for Pi 

 T, and yi  {0,1} for Pi in T. However, in this setting, we cannot prevent the evaluator from obtaining 

the residual function. Hence, the security notion is modified to accommodate the evaluation of residual 

function, i.e the adversary is allowed to learn the residual function but nothing more. 

 

The paper gives an information theoretic transformation which takes any PSM and gives a t-robust 

NIMPC (an NIMPC that can handle at most t corruptions). A PSM construction alone cannot be easily 

extended to obtain an NIMPC protocol. This is because, when collusion is allowed between the parties 

and the evaluator, even a single misbehaving party is enough to break the privacy of a PSM protocol. 

To see this, consider the following circuit.  

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Let xi be the input of the party Pi. If party P2 colludes with the evaluator then it knows both the labels, 

for 1 and 0, of its input wire. The evaluator can use label for 1 for the input of the first and gate and 0 



for the second and gate. This allows the evaluator to learn x1. This attack could be launched because 

the evaluator knows both the labels for a particular wire. Hence, intuitively, in order to use a PSM 

construction to obtain NIMPC protocol we need a mechanism that allows the evaluator to learn at most 

one label for a wire.  

 

The transformation is as follows. Consider a Yao’s garbled circuit. Each wire i in the circuit has an 

associated label for 1 and 0, mi,1 and mi,0, at most one of which should be conveyed to the evaluator in 

order to allow private circuit evaluation. The solution is to create copies of PSM, PSM1, …. , PSMk (k is 

a function of the number of colluding parties). Each PSM has a set of labels (PSMd has labels mdi0, mdi1). 

Additionally, NIMPC protocols called selectors (n selectors, Sel1, … , Seln, one for each party) are 

designed on top of these copies. The goal of Seli is to  output a label mdib for exactly one PSM, PSMd. The 

selectors are such that given a specific set of inputs wire labels, they will output a full set of labels for 

exactly one of the PSM. Changing the input will result in labels corresponding to a different PSM. For 

example, if the input labels were m1,b1,…, mxn,bn, then the adversary gets labels corresponding to a PSMi. 

On changing even one input label, the adversary gets labels to a different PSMj. Thus if the adversary 

tries to modify the input, he will have to evaluate a completely different PSM. This prevents the 

adversary from learning two labels for the same wire. Note that if t is the number of corrupted parties, 

naively, we need at least 2t PSMs. Thus, for the construction to be efficient the number of corruptions 

must be constant. 

 


